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Intro 

Every person is born with a set of talents and soft skills she or he use 
in life. These are fixed and develop end deepen true life experience 
and path. 
 
That personla power and potential is easy to decipher and made 
visible at any desired moment in ones life. Herewith the personal 
power by nature becomes visible, tangible and usable.  
 
If you think it couldn’t be done, you were wrong. By visualize the 
personal latency, talent and soft skills, one enables her or himself to 
get the best and the most out of themselves. 
  
Amaze yourself in only ten minutes of your time. 
 
Simply have FUN with it!  Whatever, which ever your endeavour! 
 
 

Rene C 2016 
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There are laws of physics that many aren’t aware of.  Science hasn’t even come to an explanation.  
Regardless, these laws of physics are omnipotent present and working.  In anything, in anybody.  One 
of these great and strong laws….. 

 
Every individual has talents. One discovers it quite early in life, others apparently can’t even find 
theirs in an entire  lifetime.  Yet, many seem they have ways to ‘see’ or ‘assess’ what kind of talent 
the other has. 
 
The odd thing? 
95% of the people are ‘happy’ in some sort of way around their age 27 to 30. Where one is labelled 
adult,  before that age one only still is walking around, seeking, trying,  failing, getting up finally 
succeeding  a little.   
 
4% have a natural clear Talent into a certain direction in life they are pursuing.  In their immediate 
slipstream many coming of that 95% want to be associated with these 4%.  Clamping and clinging to 
the ways of life and manners  these 4% pose and live. Others of that 95% are fan or really granting 
these 4% their successes. Then there always will are those opportunists  of commercial spirit wanting 
to make money out of the successes of these 4%, in any thinkable (commercial) way. 
 
The 1% 
The 1%-ers, Steven Jobs,  Eckart Wintzens, Michael Schumachers, Mother Theresas, Babe Ruths, 
Nelson Mandelas, Johan Cruijffs,  Michael Jacksons,  Sir Richard Bransons, Max Verstappens ……. 
 
These are above the 96% and many are trying to find what it is that made them what they are.  
Charismatic, Above All, Barely  Untouchable. Is spirit of time an essence?  Do they have followed a 
certain course or path in life? Libraries are filled about these 1%. From any thinkable angle. The 
bottom line however,  is less complicated, incomprehensible, compared to all those schemes, 
formulas , theories or sole commercial driven methods. 
 
It is fairly easy to find out why and how someone finally comes to their own 1% category. 
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Much has been said, written, ridiculed, thought, printed about him.   This time Donald Trump went 
for the highest thinkable in the United States, the Presidency, and he got it. As President Elect, he will 

be the President of the United States. Here at NumoQuest®™ we are able to explain who Donald is 

and why he does the way he does it. 
  
Natural Born DNA 
From the moment you reader, are born, you receive the natural bases and talent.  That bases and 
talent, is what you will use the rest of your productive life. Some of the talents will be quite obvious, 
others will more act in the background, never the less bare impact on everything you see, feel, 
experience,   set yourself as goal to do.  
 
The biggest talents in the world have similar common denominators.  They accept and use their 
natural born DNA without questioning, without reserve, without hesitation.  They have such strong 
DNA natural born character that external influences barely show to have any significant impact. All 
they do is follow the path they KNOW their talent(s) are best and strongest, without questioning. 
 
And soon they experience the benefits that such path and conduct is bringing. These universal laws 
of physics are exact the same for you, dear reader, as they are for the biggest and famous names you 
can come up with. The only difference? Your individual natural born DNA. 
  
Donald Trump 
 
Primary Personal Characteristics 
In natural Essence he loves Liberty, free ways to go, think and act. He is a true believer that anything 
is possible, downside also may be…. At any cost?  Donald longs for dynamics, being different, 
changes, loves travels, has a broad mind and personal and mental development and life’s experience. 
To many he seems shallow, manipulative and fast distracted. Only few true insiders know he has a 
fast and intuitive mind.  He also by nature has a broad curiosity and sense for adventure. Last is 
simply his choice in which direction he has developed it. 
 
Secundary Personal Characteristics  
Donalds Secundary Characteristics are in the fields of Analyse, specialized in certain fields, need 
documented proof before anything to base his opinion and next step or decision upon. He is a 
natural leader, has his own idea and vision on spirituality, regardless what that is to a man as Donald 
Trump.  He is intuitive in many ways and has a great natural perseverance.  Against all odds, may be 
tattooed in his soul somewhere. 
 
A clear element here is that when he decides, he has looked ad perspectives from many different 
direction and angle. It may take a while before he decides. Once he decides he will go for it whole 
hearted.  
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Soft Skills 
Natural Born Soft skills provide a 3D insight in the personality.  The mental constitution is somewhat 
stronger then the emotion. This is a clear indicator of a clear thinking mind where decisions are taken 
on solid and clear explicable ground.   
 
Mental 
He has a sharp and fast mental side, is able to absorb information fast and bases step and decision on 
solid science and proof. He is lesser of an image thinker yet consequent. 
 
Emotional 
In spite of what many think he has emotion yet in the ways he has walked emotion is something not 
to be shown or used. Never the less he has. Donald by nature is stronger mentally where decisions 
and steps are made and set based upon fact and mental inside rather than emotion. Emotion 
however is a clear part of it.  
 
 
Intuition 
There are only few ways to establish if intuition is there and what influence this has on the overall 
personality.  Donald has a natural gift for intuition, knows and understands that and uses it in 
whatever step, plan or direction he is going. Although he understands and is intrigued by it, in 
general and public he will not talk about this aspect.  
 
Physical 
Physique is a major component in his life by nature. If the body and mind aren’t healthy, things will 
go wrong. He will keep a healthy eye to his personal health and physique. He is demanding to himself 
and others and knows this is a very important part of any ones personality and character.  
 
Business/Entrepreneurship 
Because of his strong natural latency of perseverance Donald has found a ‘way’ working best to him 
and explored and pursuit that road to great success. It has become a major part of his personality 
and the way he sees life for himself and those in endeavour. It brings a certain personality and ways 
of conduct and here he is not sole demanding to him selves, also to others . 
 
Perseverance  
Perseverance isn’t sole a part of his Secondary Characteristics, it also is a natural latency is his soft 
skill that strengthen this element in the overall personality. It makes this specific part in Donald 
Trump a fanatic in the way he looks and acts to many.  The only thing here many don’t understand is 
the desire to prove that, the way and manner of Donald Trump, is the right way.  Here the element 
‘against all odds’ can be his life’s rule. 
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Flexibility 
Donald Trump has an inquisitive and very flexible personality. It brings a great strength to be able to 
cope with change. Not sole that. He will show great natural resilience and natural adaption to the 
changes circomstances and life so often may bring.  This natural born flexibility also brings the 
attitude, ‘so now you have said it, good, move on…..’  
 
Donald will take defeat or not so successful as a fact of life. A moment of learning and not something 
to be pointed at a lifetime.  
 
Inspiring/Inspiration 
He has a great way of inspiring himself and others. One may not agree with him, what he says will 
make sense from his personal and natural perspective. He will show and use what has been working 
to and for him and basically forget that these ways not always will work for others.  
 
Understanding that aspect however, he refuses to accept mediocracy and will push people to go 
beyond and above them to succeed. If they don’t want to or seem unable to, he show to have a short 
fuse and move on.  Either you are keeping up or step aside. 
 
Communication 
In his personal way he has a way with communication. Many with other experiences or ways of 
communication may find it difficult or even an unwelcome way of communication. Having said that 
the ways of communication often seem crude yet clear and brief. Here he will show that there isn’t 
always time and way for broad deliberation where it often can be simple and concise.  He will 
demonstrate it can. 
 
Empathetic 
Though he has the appearance of the cold shark like personification of business, Donald has a fait 
natural latency of empathy. He does see and understand people in the emotional way but to him, in 
his perception and experience, having the latency empathy to be the big ruler or decider in business, 
isn’t a good option. Often decision and business are beyond person and personal circumstance, an 
aspect so often forgotten by many. 
 
Personal and independance 
Donald is a great believer of personal independence and liberty to do and go the way any one desires 
personally. Here he is a great self-starter, not the follower or ‘waiter’ for others to lead ways or 
endeavour.  This also is a strong natural latency having a key role in the personality of Donald Trump. 
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The next President of the United States is a strong personality with a great personal believe and the 
desire to show this to the American people so they also can prosper business wise and financial as he 
has in his life.  This requires perseverance, enlightenment, inspiration in any way thinkable according 
his vision. 
 
He will say and show, anything is possible, any way fitting to you as an individual. Don’t let anyone or 
anything stand in your way to reach to whatever it is your personal goal and endeavour is.  That kind 
of character and soft skills isn’t always diplomatic or political. One may love it, resent or reject it. 
Never the less, here the next President of the United States is right. 
 
 No matter which way you personally wish to travel in your own personal life, in any way. It is a 
choice to be perseverant or constant negative and objecting. Donald Trump is simply demonstrating 
what is possible and he is willing to show it to the American people. 
 
It is up to them what to do with that, in each and individual life.  It is as simple as that. 
 
 

Good luck in your any (commercial) endeavours you are pursuing …… 

 

RC 2016 
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